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Abstract
Business establishment microdata typically are required to satisfy agency-specified edit rules, such
as balance equations and linear inequalities. Inevitably some establishments’ reported data violate
the edit rules. Statistical agencies correct faulty values using a process known as edit-imputation.
Business establishment data also must be heavily redacted before being shared with the public; indeed,
confidentiality concerns lead many agencies not to share establishment microdata as unrestricted
access files. When microdata must be heavily redacted, one approach is to create synthetic data, as
done in the U. S. Longitudinal Business Database and the German IAB Establishment Panel. This
article presents the first implementation of a fully integrated approach to edit-imputation and data
synthesis. We illustrate the approach on data from the U. S. Census of Manufactures and present
a variety of evaluations of the utility of the synthetic data. The paper also presents assessments
of disclosure risks for several intruder attacks. We find that the synthetic data preserve important
distributional features from the post-editing confidential microdata, and have low risks for the various
attacks.
Keywords: confidentiality; measurement error; missing; multiple imputation; synthetic
Classification codes: 62P25; 62D99

1.

Introduction

Every five years and most recently in 2012, the U. S. Census Bureau conducts the Economic Census, which measures American business activity and the economy. A key component of this census is the Census of Manufactures (CMF), which covers all active
American manufacturing establishments. The CMF data include dozens of measurements
on the operations and outputs of manufacturing establishments, for example, number of
employees, total payroll, cost of materials, and value of shipments. Because of this richness, economists in academia, government, and industry rely on the CMF as a primary
data source for research on the manufacturing sector, as well as to inform U. S. economic
policy [44].
The Census Bureau provides data analysts with several ways to access CMF data.
It publishes aggregated statistics such as industry totals and counts via the web
(http://www.census.gov/econ/census/); these are public use files with no access restrictions. It also provides access to establishment-level microdata in secure research data
centers (RDCs); these are available only to vetted and approved analysts (who have vetted and approved proposals). These analysts must request approval from sta↵ at the
Census Bureau to take any results of statistical analyses out of the RDCs. The Census
Bureau sta↵ evaluate whether the output potentially discloses confidential information.
Currently, secondary analysts have no way to access establishment-level CMF microdata outside the RDCs. This is because U. S. federal regulations, specifically Title 13
and Title 26, prohibit the Census Bureau from releasing CMF microdata with any genuine values. These restrictions are intended to safeguard the confidentiality of financial
data that establishments report to the Census Bureau and the Internal Revenue Service.
While many government data products are not subject to such high levels of protection
– government agencies often release data from demographic surveys with minimal disclosure treatment – severe restrictions are arguably prudent for the CMF. The CMF is
a census, so that any protection from collecting and releasing only a sample of the population is absent. Further, the CMF includes establishments with unusual values (e.g.,
outliers) that intruders with knowledge of the industry could readily identify. See Kinney
et al. [25] for discussions of other challenges in releasing establishment microdata. We
refer readers to Willenborg and de Waal [45] and Hundepool [20] for general treatments
of statistical disclosure control methods.
In this article, we present an approach to make public use files for a subset of widelyused variables from the CMF. Our approach relies on generating synthetic datasets
[8, 10, 26, 31, 34, 35], in which we release simulated establishment data comprising
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random draws from statistical models estimated with the collected CMF data. Synthetic
data approaches have been used to release a public use version of the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) [24, 25], which comprises annual employee size and payroll for
all active establishments in the U. S. between 1975 and 2009. The synthetic LBD is
available at http://www.census.gov/ces/dataproducts/synlbd/. Synthetic data products
also are available for the Survey of Income and Program Participation [1], the American
Community Survey group quarters data [19], and the OnTheMap application [28]. The
Institute for Employment Research in Germany also releases synthetic versions of their
employment survey data [10, 13].
When generating the synthetic data, we simultaneously handle another issue that faces
the CMF and most other establishment surveys: adjusting for erroneous data. The Census Bureau requires CMF variables to satisfy a set of logical conditions, called edit rules
or, simply, edits [17, 41, 46]. As examples, an establishment’s total number of employees should equal the number of production workers plus the number of other workers;
an establishment’s total salaries divided by its total number of employees should not
exceed an industry-specific limit determined by subject-matter experts. Unfortunately,
some establishments report data that violate the edit rules. The Census Bureau fixes such
violations using a process known as edit-imputation. A key part of that process is automatic editing [5] using a Fellegi-Holt [15] approach, in which a software system identifies
and replaces the minimum number of fields necessary to make each record edit-passing.
These edited data are what is available to researchers in the RDCs.
To handle edit-imputation and disclosure limitation simultaneously, we use a twostage process. In the first stage, we take care of missing and erroneous data to create m
completed, plausible datasets that satisfy all edit rules. We use the Bayesian hierarchical
model for edit-imputation developed by [23], which includes (i) a flexible joint probability
model for the underlying true values of the data with support only on the set of values
that satisfy all edit rules, (ii) a model for latent indicators of the variables that are in
error, and (iii) a model for the reported responses for variables in error. Kim et al. [23]
demonstrate via simulation that this model can o↵er advantages over Fellegi-Holt [15]
approaches in terms of data utility, as it takes advantage of multivariate relationships in
the data when identifying erroneous values, incorporates uncertainty over the space of
the unknown locations of errors, and imputes corrected values that satisfy all constraints.
In the second stage, we re-estimate the joint probability model for the underlying true
values of the data on each of the m plausible datasets. Using parameter draws from
each estimated model, we generate r synthetic datasets for each plausibly edited dataset,
resulting in M = mr released datasets.
This article makes several contributions to data dissemination practice. First, to
our knowledge, this is the first implementation of a fully integrated approach to editimputation and data synthesis to genuine data. In typical practice of statistical agencies,
the three data preparation processes – imputation, editing, and disclosure control – are
usually done in separate steps, often by di↵erent groups within the agency. Second, by
releasing M datasets in the way we propose, the agency enables secondary data analysts
to account for the uncertainty due to edit-imputation and disclosure limitation in their
inferences, while being transparent about the nature of the statistical disclosure limitation [3]. This simply is not possible with other approaches. Third, the approach o↵ers a
general methodology for releasing establishment microdata that (a) potentially can preserve features from the joint distribution of the confidential data that would be hard to
capture with existing data synthesis methods, (b) can achieve low risks for certain types
of disclosure attacks, and (c) can guarantee that all released values satisfy edit rules.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the CMF
in more detail, including the variables and edit rules in our application. In Section 3, we
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present the model used to implement simultaneous edit-imputation and synthetic data,
which we call EI-SD. We also describe some disclosure risk metrics tuned to the EI-SD.
In Section 4, we apply the EI-SD to generate synthetic data for one industry in the 2007
CMF, the most recent un-edited data we were able to access in the RDC. We evaluate
the utility and disclosure risks of the resulting synthetic datasets. Finally, in Section 5,
we discuss lessons learned.

2.

Background on the CMF

In 2007, the CMF included data across 364 industries (as defined by 6-digit NAICS
codes from the North American Industry Classification System) on roughly 328,500 establishments (corresponding to physical locations) with at least one paid employee. To
collect these data, the Census Bureau mailed questionnaires to all businesses, also known
as firms, comprising multiple establishments or classified as having a large or medium
number of employees. Firms are expected to file individual reports for each of their establishments. The Census Bureau also collects data on a sample of firms with small numbers
of employees. For the remaining small-sized firms – these generally have fewer than five
employees – the Census Bureau obtains only basic information (e.g., sales, payroll, number of employees) from data collected by other federal agencies. Following the suggestion
of sta↵ at the Census Bureau, we do not generate synthetic data for small firms, as they
are often ignored by researchers who use the CMF [44].
When firms report data that violate edit rules, the Census Bureau uses several strategies to identify and correct the faulty values. For large firms, the Census Bureau conducts
follow-up telephone interviews and uses information from administrative records (when
available). For other establishments, the Census Bureau uses automatic editing with
the SPEER software system [7, 18, 46], which implements a variant of Fellegi-Holt error localization [15] followed by either mean imputation, ratio imputation, or regression
imputation.
Because of the centrality of editing to creating CMF data for secondary analyses, we
now briefly review edit-imputation in the context of the CMF. This review closely follows
that in [23]. Suppose that the collected data in a particular NAICS code include n establishments measured on p continuous variables. For i = 1, . . . , n, let xi = (xi1 , . . . , xip ) be
the vector of true values for establishment i. We do not necessarily observe xi for all i;
rather, each establishment reports y i = (yi1 , . . . , yip ). When xij 6= yij for some variable
j, we say that record i has an error in field j. Let si = (si1 , . . . , sip ) be a vector of error
indicators such that sij = 0 when yij = xij and sij = 1 otherwise. We also set sij = 1 for
all yij that are missing in the collected data.
In the CMF as with many other economic data sources, edits include range restrictions
of the form lj  yij  uj , where (lj , uj ) are variable-specific constants. For example, in
the CMF variables are required to be non-negative (lj = 0). The CMF also includes ratio
edits of the form lj,j 0  yij /yij 0  uj,j 0 , where lj,j 0 and uj,j 0 are constants bounding the
ratio of variable j to variable j 0 . For example, the ratio of an establishment’s annual
payroll over its first quarter payroll should not be smaller than P
2 or greater than 8 [40].
Finally, the CMF is subject to balance edits of the form yiTv = j2Bv yij , where Tv and
Bv denote the index of the total variable and the set of the indexes of the component
variables, respectively, subject to balance edit v. When y i 2 X , where X denotes a
feasible region comprising all possible values that pass the edits, the Census Bureau
assumes that y i = xi , i.e., the record has no errors.
Table 1 displays the 27 variables subject to automatic editing in the CMF. These
are among the most widely used variables in CMF analyses, including those typically
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modeled in productivity analyses [16, 38, 44]. Hence, we create synthetic data for these
27 variables, simultaneously performing edit-imputation and synthesis with the EI-SD
modeling strategy, which we now turn to.
Table 1. Variables from the CMF used in the EI-SD application. All 12 variables in the
first column are subject to ratio edits by the Census Bureau. The third column displays
balance edits. CP, CR, CF, EE and CW denote cost of materials and parts, cost of resales,
cost of fuels, cost of electricity, and cost of contract work, respectively. FIB, WIB and
MIB denote finished goods inventory, work-in-process inventory, and materials inventory
of the beginning of the year, respectively. FIE, WIE and MIE denote each inventory of
the end of the year. PW1 denotes the number of production workers reported in the first
quarter.
Variables
CM
TIB
TIE
TVS
PW
OE
TE
WW
OW
SW
BEN
PH

3.

Description

Components (if any)

Total Cost of Materials ($1000)
Total Inventory Beginning ($1000)
Total Inventory Ending ($1000)
Total Value of Shipments ($1000)
Number of Production Workers
Number of Other Employees
Total Employment
Production Workers Wages ($1000)
Other Workers Wages ($1000)
Total Salaries and Wages ($1000)
Total Benefits to Employees ($1000)
Production Worker Hours (1000 hours)

CP+CR+CF+EE+CW
FIB+WIB+MIB
FIE+WIE+MIE
(PW1+PW2+PW3+PW4)/4
PW+OE
WW+OW

The EI-SD model

We begin this section by stating the model for edit-imputation proposed in [23], which
contains a detailed explanation. We then describe the process of generating synthetic
datasets, as well as inferential methods appropriate for analyzing the M datasets. The
models for both edit-imputation and data synthesis are based on mixtures of multivariate
normal distributions. These models can automatically capture complex distributional
features, such as skewness, multi-modality, and interaction e↵ects, that are present in
many economic datasets, including the CMF. We end this section by describing some
attacks that potential intruders might make on the released data, and ways to quantify
the risks of those attacks. We emphasize that these attacks are a limited subset; as with
any post hoc disclosure risk evaluation, there are ways to attack the released data that
are not covered in the evaluation.
3.1

The edit-imputation model

Most automatic editing systems, including the SPEER system, run in two steps. First
is an error localization step: choose the location of any errors by estimating the values
of si given y i and X . Second is an imputation step: replace all values of yij deemed to
be in error, i.e., for which the estimated error indicator, ŝij , equals one, with imputed
values x̂ij . Typically the two steps are done separately; for example, select a single set of
error locations that optimizes some criterion like minimum number of fields to impute,
and generate replacement values for those selected fields based on a statistical model.
Kim et al. [23] present an alternative paradigm that integrates editing and imputation
in a single statistical model. The model comprises three sub-models. First, specify a joint
distribution for all xi , which we write generically as f (xi | X ). Here, the distribution
is constrained to have support only on values x 2 X . Next, specify a model for error
locations, which we write as f (si | xi , X ). Finally, specify a model for the reporting
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process relating each y i to xi , which we write as f (y i | si , xi , X ). The three sub-models
are tied together using a Bayesian hierarchical model, which facilitates parameter estimation using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. The model assumes that
any missing yij are missing at random [32].
We base the EI-SD procedure on the hierarchical model of [23] instead of existing CMF
imputation routines for two reasons. First, it is generally impossible for any automatic
editing procedure to identify the exact locations of errors, so analyses based on a single
corrected dataset almost surely underestimate uncertainty. The hierarchical model o↵ers
a principled strategy for generating multiple plausible values of (x̂i , ŝi ), i.e., multiple
plausible corrected datasets, thereby helping secondary data analysts propagate uncertainty due to the edit-imputation process in their inferences. Second, the hierarchical
model allows the distribution of error locations to be informed by the observed data. To
see this, consider the conditional distribution of any (xi , si ) for an edit-failing record.
We have
f (xi , si | y i , X ) / f (y i | xi , si , X )f (si | xi , X )f (xi | X ).

(1)

The density in (1) tends to be highest for edit-imputations that (i) are not unlikely under
the posited model for reporting error, (ii) are not unlikely under the posited model for
error indicators, and (iii) are not unlikely under the posited model for the underlying
data [23]. Thus, the hierarchical model allows the multivariate relationships in the data,
as well as assumptions about the measurement error process, to drive the editing.
Let N T = {1, . . . , p}\{T1 , . . . , TV } be the set of all-but-total variables, which includes
all component variables and variables not involved in any of the V = 6 balance edits
listed in Table 1. We assume that each variable in N T belongs to one of K unobserved
mixture components; we discuss selection of K later. For i = 1, . . . , n, let zi 2 {1, . . . , K}
represent the index of the component for record i. For k = 1, . . . , K, let P (zi = k) = ⇡k
be the marginal probability that establishment i is a member of component k; here, ⇡k
is the same for all i. Within any component k, we fit a multivariate normal distribution
with mean vector µk and covariance matrix ⌃k to the logged values of the true data,
adding 0.1 to any raw values equal to zero before taking logs. In our experiments, the
edit-imputation results are indistinguishable when replacing zero values with 0.1, 0.01, or
0.001. We assume that the true values of the total variables are deterministically derived,
equal to the sum of the relevant components. Thus, the model for xi is

(xi |µ, ⌃, zi , X ) ⇠ N log(xi,N T ); µzi , ⌃zi

V
Y

v=1

zi ⇠ Categorical(⇡1 , . . . , ⇡K ),

0

@xiTv

X

j2Bv

1

xij A I[xi 2 X ],

(2)
(3)

where (·) denotes a point mass at zero, Tv and Bv are the indexes for total and component variables in balance edit v as described in Section 2, and I[·] = 1 when the expression
inside the brackets is true and I[·] = 0 otherwise. The expression involving (·) requires
that components sum to totals, and I[xi 2 X ] enforces zero density on values of xi that
are not feasible. Note that one can use xi,N T on its original scale in (2). However, using
logarithms facilitates computation and prior specification of the mixture distributions
[22] and improves the accuracy of the estimated distributions for the CMF data [23, 27].
We use the prior distributions described in [23], which were found to result in reliable inferences. We repeat these assumptions here for completeness, and refer readers to
[22] and [23] for further discussions. For ⇡ = (⇡1 , . . . , ⇡K ), we use the computationally
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convenient truncated Dirichlet process [21, 36]. We have
⇡k = ⌫k

Y

(1

⌫g ) for k = 1, . . . , K,

(4)

g<k

⌫k ⇠ Beta(1, ↵) for k = 1, . . . , K

1; ⌫K = 1,

(5)

↵ ⇠ Gamma(a↵ , b↵ ).

(6)

We set a↵ = b↵ = 0.25, which represents a vague specification for the Gamma prior
distribution. For each (µk , ⌃k ), we use f (µk | ⌃k ) = N(µk ; ⇠, h 1 ⌃k ), and f (⌃k ) ⇠
IW(⌃k ; ⇣, ), where IW denotes the inverse Wishart distribution. We set ⇠ equal to the
mean of log(y i ) from edit-passing records only and
= diag( 1 , . . . , p V ) with the
prior distribution j ⇠ Gamma(a , b ). We set a = b = 0.25 to put substantial prior
mass on modest-sized variances, with E( j ) = 1 and Var( j ) = 4, while allowing a few
large values of j . We set ⇣ = (p V ) + 1 to ensure proper distributions, and set h = 1
for convenience.
We use K = 50 mixture components. This number is large enough to allow the mixture
model to capture patterns in the data, but not so large as to create many unnecessary
components with few or no establishments. We examine the posterior distribution of the
number of components with at least one establishment. Since this number never gets
close to 50, we are satisfied that K = 50 is sufficiently large.
To describe the model for the error indicator si , where i = 1, . . . , n, we first introduce
some convenient notation. Let Ai = 0 when y i satisfies all edits, and let Ai = 1 otherwise.
We adopt the simple error location model,
f (Ai | xi ) / 1, f (si | Ai = 0, xi ) = (si = 0), f (si | Ai = 1, xi ) / 1.

(7)

For any establishment with y i 2 X , (7) sets sij = 0 for all j, i.e., the reported data for
that establishment have no errors. For any establishment with erroneous values, (7) gives
equal probability a priori to any candidate si that can result in feasible solutions (with
sij = 0 for all variables not subject to edits).
For reported values y i , where i = 1, . . . , n, we use another simple model. Whenever
an establishment makes an error in a field, the reported value is drawn uniformly from
a bounded space of values consistent with edit violations. We also require yij = xij
whenever field j is not in error (sij = 0). Mathematically, this corresponds to
f (y i |xi , si , Ai = 1, X ) = i

Y

Y

{j:sij =1,j2N T }

{j:sij =0}

(yij

⇣
h
i⌘
Unif log(yij ) 2 log(L̃j ), log(Ũj ) ⇥
Y

xij )

v2Bpass,i

0

@yiTv

X

j2Bv

1

yij A I [y i 2
/ X ] . (8)

where (L̃j , Ũj ) are arbitrary bounds selected to include all reported values of yij and
Bpass,i denotes the set of balance edits that are satisfied in y i . Here, i is a normalizing
constant whose value is equal to one except when y i passes all balance edits but fails some
inequality constraints. In the latter case, we approximate it byQ
Monte Carlo simulation
following [23]. When Ai = 0, we set f (y i |xi , si , Ai = 0, X ) = pj=1 (yij xij ), which
forces yij = xij for all j. We note that the model allows any siTv , the error indicator for
the total variable Tv , to equal zero or one. This allows the data to inform whether the
reported total yiTv should be replaced by the sum of the reported component variables,
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or the component variables should be replaced by the reported total minus the sum of
the other component variables.
We used uniform distributions on si and y i in (7) and (8) to represent vague knowledge
about the measurement error process. One instead could use informative distributions;
however, after discussions with sta↵ at the Census Bureau, we were unable to come up
with specific measurement error models [23]. The uniform distributions are a default
position, in that they let the model for xi fully determine the edits and imputations. To
see this, substitute uniform distributions for si and y i in (1). The resulting density favors
changing reported values that have low likelihood according the model for xi , such as
outliers or combinations of variables that do not accord with the correlation structure in
the data.
We estimate the model using an MCMC sampler. At each MCMC iteration, the sampler
generates values of (x̂i , ŝi ) that satisfy all edit rules for all i. We select m of these to use
(1)

(m)

(l)

(l)

as plausible corrected datasets, D EI = (X̂ , . . . , X̂ ) where X̂ = (x̂1 , . . . , x̂(l)
n )
for l = 1, . . . , m. We sample the m datasets from iterations far enough apart in the
chain (after apparent convergence of the sampler) to make the draws approximately
independent.

3.2

The synthetic data model
(l)

For each X̂ , we generate r synthetic datasets, (X̃
predictive distribution, f (X̃
(l)

(l,·)

(l,1)

(l)

, · · · , X̃

(l,r)

), from the posterior

|X̂ , X ). We estimate this distribution by re-fitting the

model in (2) – (6) to X̂ , using the prior distributions described previously. For this
(l)

model-fitting stage, we assume that all values in X̂ are error-free (all pass the edits).
Hence, we no longer need models for error locations and reporting errors at the synthesis
stage. To generate the fully synthetic data, we sample values of all variables in N T from
the resulting model fit, and construct the totals by adding the relevant components. By
design the synthetic data satisfy all edits.
(l,s)
We suggest the following MCMC algorithm to draw synthetic datasets, X̃
=
(l,s)
(l,s)
(x̃1 , . . . , x̃n ). Hereafter, we suppress the superscript l for convenience. Each iteration t of the MCMC algorithm involves the following steps.
(t)

⇤ , . . . , ⇡ ⇤ ) where
Step 1. For each i = 1, . . . , n, draw zi ⇠ Categorical(⇡i1
iK
⇤
⇡ik
= PK

⇡k N(log(x̂i,N T )|µk , ⌃k )

k0 =1 ⇡k0 N(log(x̂i,N T )|µk0 , ⌃k0 )

for k = 1, . . . , K.

Recall that N T = {1, . . . , p}\{T1 , . . . , TV } is the set of all-but-total variables defined in
Section 3.1, and x̂i,N T is the edit-imputed values of variables in N T .
(t)

(t)

Step P
2. For each k = 1, . . . , K, draw ⌃k ⇠ IW(⇣k , k ) and µk ⇠ N (µ⇤k , ⌃k /hk ), where
nk = ni=1 I[zi = k], ⇣k = nk + ⇣, hk = nk + h, µ⇤k = (nk x̄k + h⇠)/hk and k = + S k +
(x̄k P
⇠)(x̄k ⇠)T /(1/nk + 1/h). The sample
P mean and the sum of squared distances Tare
x̄k = {i:zi =k} log(x̂i,N T )/nk and S k = {i:zi =k} (log(x̂i,N T ) x̄k )(log(x̂i,N T ) x̄k ) .

⇣
⌘
P
1, draw ⌫k ⇠ Beta 1 + nk , ↵ + g>k ng , and let
Q
(t)
= 1. The mixture component weights are ⇡k = ⌫k g<k (1 ⌫g ) for k = 1, . . . , K.

Step 3. For each k = 1, . . . , K
⌫K
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Step 4. For each j = 1, . . . , p

(t)
j

V , draw
K

⇣0 K
1X 1
⇠ Gamma a +
,b +
⌃k(j,j)
2
2
k=1

!

,

1
where ⌃k(j,j)
is the j-th diagonal element of ⌃k 1 .

Step 5. Draw ↵(t) from Gamma (a↵ + K

1, b↵

log(⇡K )).

Step 6. For every T iterations (T = 500 in our application), draw the synthetic values
by rejection sampling. Set i⇤ = 0 and proceed as follows.
(t)

(t)

(1) Draw z 0 ⇠ Categorical(⇡
⇣ 1 , . . . ,⌘⇡K ).
(t)

(t)

(2) Draw log(x0N T ) ⇠ N µz 0 , ⌃z 0 , and derive the total variables {x0Tv , v = 1, . . . , V }
P
from x0Tv = j2Bv x0j .
(s)

(3) If x0 2 X , set i⇤ = i⇤ + 1 and set x̃i⇤ = x0 .
(4) Repeat until i⇤ = n.

Steps 1–5 correspond to the posterior predictive distribution for the mixture model.
Step 6 guarantees that all masked values satisfy edit rules, including balance edits. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first synthesizer that guarantees that all masked
values satisfy all inequality and balance edits simultaneously.

3.3

Inference for fully synthetic data

To make inferences from these M datasets, we use the methods of Reiter [29] developed
specifically for multiple imputation of missing data followed by synthesis. Let Q be an
estimand of interest, such as a population average or regression coefficient. Let q (l,s) be
(l,s)
the estimate of Q computed with X̃
, and let u(l,s) denote its variance estimate. In the
CMF, when Q corresponds to a finite population quantity analysts can set each u(l,s) = 0,
since there is no sampling variability in a census. To estimate Q, we use

q̄M

m
m r
1 X X (l,s)
1 X (l)
q̄ =
q
.
=
m
mr

To estimate the variance associated with q̄M , we use TM = (1 + 1/m)BM
where

BM =

b̄M

1
m

1

(9)

l=1 s=1

l=1

m
X

(q̄ (l)

q̄M )2 ,

b̄M /r + ūM ,

(10)

l=1

m

r

XX
1
=
(q (l,s)
m(r 1)

q̄ (l) )2 ,

(11)

l=1 s=1

ūM

m r
1 X X (l,s)
=
u .
mr
l=1 s=1
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(12)

Inferences from the synthetic datasets can be made using an approximate reference tdistribution t⌫ ,
Q q̄M
p
⇠ t⌫ ,
TM

(13)

with the approximate degrees of freedom
⌫=

"

(m
+

1) 1 + (1 +

m(r

1
2
m BM )/ūM }
1
b̄M /(r
m BM )/ūM

{(1 +

{b̄M /(r ūM )}2

1) 1 + (1 +

1
m BM )/ūM

ūM )

2

b̄M /(r ūM )

2

#

1

(14)

derived by [29]. When TM is nonpositive, we instead use a sensible variance estimate
following the strategy in [37].
3.4

Disclosure risk scenarios

A number of researchers have suggested risk measures and disclosure scenarios based on
re-identification for partially synthetic data [e.g., 6, 9, 11, 12, 20]. However, there are no
standard measures for assessing disclosure risks for fully synthetic data [13]. In synthetic
(l,s)

data with all variables replaced, as in our synthesis of the CMF, the rows in any X̃
do
not represent actual cases in X = (x1 , . . . , xn ). Hence, the risk for identity disclosure is
generally low as intruders cannot meaningfully match the synthetic data to records from
other files and claim that they have identified individual cases with the synthetic data.
However, intruders can attempt to use the synthetic data for inferential disclosure, i.e.,
to infer about individual establishments’ sensitive attributes. For example, in the CMF
an intruder who knows which establishment in an industry has the largest payroll might
(l,s)
use the released synthetic data, D SD = (X̃
: l = 1, . . . , m, s = 1, . . . , r), to estimate
a value for that largest payroll.
When reported data contain faulty and missing values, one has to decide what constitutes a disclosure of a sensitive value. In particular, suppose that the reported data for
some record i has to be edited. One position is that the agency should assess how well the
intruder can estimate the reported value yij for a potential target given D SD . This can
be viewed as following the letter of the law, in that the agency protects whatever values
were reported to it. On the other hand, suppose the agency’s imputations of x̂ij are close
to the target’s true xij . Arguably, the agency should protect x̂ij – one cannot quantify
the protection for xij when this true value is unknown – as the errors in yij might be
deemed protective already. A third position is to consider disclosures only for targets
where sij = 0, since these are deemed reported true values. Of course, the three positions
are identical when sij = 0. In our application, we take the third position, although our
methods could be adapted for the other two positions.
To illustrate potential attacks on D SD , as well as methods of assessing their e↵ectiveness, we consider three types of intruders defined by the amount of information they
use to e↵ect disclosure attacks. Intruder (a) uses only D SD . This intruder can be viewed
as the least knowledgeable. Intruder (b) uses D SD and bounds on the targeted xij . For
example, the intruder might be the establishment with the second largest value of some
variable, so that it knows a lower bound for the largest establishment’s xij . Intruder
(c) uses D SD , bounds on the targeted xij , and the totals from D EI . These totals are
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available when the statistical agency releasing D SD also publishes m sets of tabular data
that include margins (or allows the totals to be removed from the RDC and published
elsewhere). The intruder might be able to use these totals and the released microdata to
learn confidential values [4, 42].
We presume that the intruder uses all M datasets to estimate some target xij . For ease
of presentation, we focus on the disclosure attacks and assessments for the largest value
(l,s)
of some variable j, which we call x(n)j . Let x̂(n)j be the intruder’s estimate of x(n)j using
(l,s)

X̃
. We assume the intruder combines these guesses across all M datasets to derive a
best guess,
x̂(n)j

m r
1 X X (l,s)
=
x̂(n)j .
mr

(15)

l=1 s=1

One can define analogous estimators for other targeted values. For the d-th smallest value
for variable j, which we write as x(d)j , we can use
x̂(d)j

m r
1 X X (l,s)
=
x̂(d)j ,
mr

(16)

l=1 s=1

(l,s)

where each x̂(d)j is the estimate of x(d)j from X̃

(l,s)

.
(l,s)

(l,s)

Intruder (a). When the intruder has no information but D SD , we set x̂(n)j = x̃(n)j ,
(l,s)

where x̃(n)j is the largest value of variable j in X̃

(l,s)

. We also examined setting x̂(n)j

(l,s)
x̃(n)j

equal to the maximum of
over all (l, s) as an alternative to the average in (15).
The estimates based on the maximum were generally less accurate than those based on
(l,s)
(l,s)
(15). One can generalize this attack to the d-th smallest value by setting x̂(d)j = x̃(d)j
(l,s)

in (16), where x̃(d)j is the d-th smallest value of variable j in X̃

(l,s)

.

Intruder (b). When the intruder knows the true value of the second largest establishment, x(n 1)j , we consider two types of disclosure attacks. In the first attack, the intruder
(l,s)

(l,s)

uses X̃
to estimate the total of variable j for all n establishments, which we call Sn,j ,
and to estimate the total of variable j only for establishments with xij < x(n 1)j , which
(l,s)
2,j .

we call Sn

For these estimates we use
(l,s)
Sn,j

=

n
X

(l,s)
x̃ij ,

(l,s)
Sn 2,j

= (n

2)

i=1

(l,s)

P

(l,s)

i2An

|An

2,j

x̃ij

2,j |

,

(17)

(l,s)

where An 2,j = {i : x̃ij < x(n 1)j }. Here, Sn 2,j is the average of the synthetic data
values that are less than x(n 1)j , weighted up to a total of n 2 records. With estimates
(l,s)

(l,s)
2,j ,

of Sn,j and Sn

the intruder can estimate x(n)j as
(l,s)

(l,s)

x̂(n)j = max{Sn,j

(l,s)
2,j

Sn

x(n

1)j ,

x(n

1)j }.

The maximum ensures that the estimate does not drop below x(n
truder (b-1).
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(18)
1)j .

We call this In-

In the second attack, we set
(l,s)
x̂(n)j

=

P

(l,s)

i2An,j

x̃ij

|An,j |

,

(19)

(l,s)

where An,j = {i : x̃ij > x(n 1)j }. Basically, this intruder acts like Intruder (a) but
uses only synthetic values that exceed x(n 1)j when taking the average. When the
(l,s)

denominator of (19) is zero, we let x̂(n)j = x(n 1)j . We call this Intruder (b-2). One can
generalize the attacks of Intruder (b-1) and (b-2) to the d-th smallest value; we refer
readers to Appendix A for details.
Intruder (c). When the intruder knows x(n 1)j and the m estimated totals of variable
j from D EI , the intruder can use the same attack as Intruder (b-1) but with better
(l,s)
information. Specifically, the intruder replaces Sn,j in (17) with
(l,s)

Sn,j =

n
X

(l)

x̂ij .

(20)

i=1

The intruder then estimates x(n)j using (15) and (18). This attack also can be generalized
to the d-th smallest value, as described in Appendix A of the supplementary material.

4.

Applying the EI-SD in the 2007 CMF

We apply the EI-SD to create synthetic data for the metalworking machinery manufacturing industry (NAICS code 333514). We use data that have been through manual
editing steps but have not been edited with the SPEER system. Excluding all administrative records cases, the data include 1869 records, of which 585 fail edits – we use edit
rules provided by the Census Bureau – or have missing items. Specifically, 489 establishments fail at least one balance edit, and 96 establishments pass all balance edits but
fail ratio edits [23]. In addition to the 27 variables from Table 1, which are the variables
processed by the Census Bureau’s automatic editing system and among the most widely
used by researchers, we add total book value of assets (TAB), which we label yi28 . Census
Bureau colleagues informed us that TAB is widely used by researchers, so including it
would increase the usefulness of the synthetic data product. For all i, we fix si28 = 0 and
xi28 = yi28 during the edit-imputation stage.
We run the EI part of the model for 15000 MCMC iterations, tossing the first half
as burn-in. We generate D EI by selecting every 1500th corrected dataset from the last
(l)
7500 iterations, so that m = 5. For each X̂ , we run the SD part of the algorithm for
5000 MCMC iterations, tossing the first half as burn-in. We generate D SD by using every
T = 500th iteration from the remaining 2500 iterations, so that r = 5.
We also apply EI-SD to generate synthetic data for the ready-mix concrete manufacturing industry (NAICS code of 327320). The analysis results are qualitatively similar to
those for the metalworking industry; hence, we present results for the concrete industry
in the supplementary material (Appendix B).
To extend to the entire CMF, one would apply EI-SD to every NAICS code separately.
It is necessary to run EI-SD separately in each industry because the Census Bureau uses
industry-specific edit rules. This also presents opportunities for computational efficiency,
as an agency with access to many CPUs could run EI-SD for industries in parallel. We
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note that we used only two industries because (a) we have to use the computers in the
Research Data Centers, which means we had to run the algorithms in serial, and (b) the
Census Bureau only gave us the un-edited data from those two industries.
4.1

Data utility

We evaluate the analytic properties of the synthetic data by comparing analyses of D SD
to those based on D EI . We cannot compare to analyses based on the true data values,
since these are unknown due to missing and faulty data. For inferences with D SD , we
use the methods of Reiter [29] described in Section 3.3. For inferences with D EI , we use
the multiple imputation techniques of Rubin [33].

Figure 1. Joint distributions of two log-transformed variables of Y (top left), an edit-imputed dataset X̂

(1)

(top

(1,1)

right), and a synthetic dataset X̃
(bottom right). The dotted diagonal lines represent ratio edits imposed on
the two variables in the log scale. For confidentiality protection, we suppress the axes and variable names.

We first compare the joint distributions in D SD and D EI . Figure 1 displays empirical
(1)
density contour plots of the log-transformed values for one edited dataset, X̂ , and one
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(1,1)

corresponding synthetic dataset, X̃
. We suppress the axes and variable names for
confidentiality protection, per request of the Census Bureau. As evidenced by the contour
plots, the synthetic dataset and edited dataset have similar empirical distributions in
regions of high density. However, they can di↵er in the tails of the distributions. We find
similar qualitative patterns for other datasets and variables in D SD and D EI . Figure
1 also displays the empirical densities in the reported (edit-in) data Y , revealing some
significant violations of edit rules. These violations are no longer present in D SD and
D EI , which by design force all values to pass the ratio and balance edits in X .
As another view on multivariate relationships, in Figure 2 we plot the pairwise correla(1)
(1,1)
tions in X̂ and X̃
for all pairs of the 28 variables. The corresponding correlations
are quite similar, indicating that the synthetic data do reasonably well at preserving
relationships among the variables. Similar patterns exist for other datasets in D SD and
D EI . Figure 2 also shows that the correlations are similar to those computed with only
the edit-passing records in Y . This reflects the missing/faulty at random assumption [23]
inherent in the edit-imputation model.
We next estimate the population mean of each variable. To improve the inferences, we
exponentiate the average of the logarithm of each variable. Similarly, we construct 95%
confidence intervals for the average logarithm of each variable, and then exponentiate
the limits. As evident in Table 2, inferences for the population means are similar for
most variables, with similar point estimates and overlapping confidence intervals. For a
handful of variables the synthetic data have lower means than the edited data. For these
variables, typically D EI contains outliers that are not replicated in D SD .
Table 2. Estimates and 95 % confidence intervals for population means from D EI and D SD . The TAB variable has no
missing or faulty values in the original data, so its average
is known without uncertainty.
Edit-Imputed
Avg. (95% C.I.)
SW
TVS
TE
PW
OE
WW
OW
PH
CM
TIB
TIE
BEN
PW1
PW2
PW3
PW4
CP
CR
CF
EE
CW
FIB
WIB
MIB
FIE
WIE
MIE
TAB

1302.8
4056.3
26.4
18.7
7.7
844.2
458.5
38.4
1548.0
490.1
548.4
292.2
18.7
18.7
18.7
18.8
1113.6
149.0
10.9
38.8
235.7
138.2
239.2
112.7
135.7
287.2
125.5
2288.5

(1282.8, 1322.7)
(3908.4, 4204.2)
( 26.1, 26.8)
( 18.6, 18.8)
(
7.3,
8.1)
( 828.6, 859.8)
( 451.0, 466.0)
( 38.0, 38.7)
(1484.8, 1611.2)
( 433.9, 546.3)
( 521.9, 575.0)
( 276.3, 308.0)
( 18.6, 18.9)
( 18.6, 18.9)
( 18.6, 18.8)
( 18.6, 18.9)
(1093.2, 1133.9)
( 114.7, 183.2)
(
7.4, 14.4)
( 35.4, 42.3)
( 180.9, 290.6)
( 123.1, 153.3)
( 190.7, 287.7)
( 104.9, 120.5)
( 126.2, 145.2)
( 249.2, 325.2)
( 94.1, 156.9)
( No edits )

Synthetic Datasets
Avg. (95% C.I.)
1224.3
3629.3
25.5
18.4
7.2
814.1
410.2
37.3
1280.3
523.5
586.9
265.2
18.3
18.4
18.4
18.3
898.1
97.0
15.7
42.3
227.1
151.9
237.8
133.9
151.4
297.2
138.3
2390.2

(1172.1,
(3439.8,
( 24.5,
( 17.5,
(
6.7,
( 771.9,
( 396.4,
( 35.0,
(1197.7,
( 472.8,
( 483.8,
( 244.8,
( 17.5,
( 17.4,
( 17.6,
( 17.3,
( 846.4,
( 81.7,
(
7.8,
( 29.6,
( 186.6,
( 119.7,
( 186.7,
( 107.7,
( 126.8,
( 209.5,
( 82.4,
(1969.1,

1276.5)
3821.1)
26.6)
19.2)
7.7)
857.4)
424.0)
39.5)
1363.7)
573.5)
690.4)
284.8)
19.1)
19.4)
19.2)
19.4)
952.1)
113.7)
23.1)
54.8)
269.2)
184.5)
291.5)
160.1)
175.5)
386.4)
195.6)
2822.7)

Finally, we replicate part of an analysis for a typical use of the CMF data: estimating
the total-factor productivity (TFP) of establishments [for example, see 16, 38, 39, 44].
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Figure 2. Pairwise correlations from the 28 log-transformed variables. Correlations on the horizontal and vertical
axes are computed, respectively, from the dataset of edit-passing records and edit-imputed/synthetic datasets.
The plot suggests that pairwise correlations calculated from a synthetic dataset X̃
those calculated from an edit-imputed dataset X̂

(1)

(1,1)

(triangles) are close to

(solid circles).

As part of TFP analyses, researchers estimate the linear regression,

⇣
⌘
PHi
log TVSi = b0 + b1 log(TABi ) + b2 log SWi WW
+ b3 log(CFi + EEi )
i
+b4 log(CPi + CRi + CWi ) + "i ,

(21)

where "i ⇠ N (0, 2 ). Table 3 displays the estimated regression coefficients calculated
from D SD and D EI . The regressions result in qualitatively similar findings.
4.2

Disclosure risk

We mimic each of the four intruder attacks described in Section 3.4. In doing so, we
quantify the risks that intruders could learn the largest and second largest values of
selected variables.
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Table 3. Regression coefficients calculated from D EI and
D SD . Numbers in the parentheses are standard errors.

Edit-imputed
Synthetic

b0

b1

b2

b3

b4

2.92
(0.07)
3.02
(0.07)

0.11
(0.01)
0.13
(0.01)

0.51
(0.02)
0.50
(0.02)

0.04
(0.01)
0.07
(0.01)

0.33
(0.01)
0.28
(0.01)

Using each attack strategy for x(n)j , we compute the relative di↵erence (RelDi↵) between the true largest value and the intruder’s estimate,
RelDi↵(x̂(n)j , x(n)j ) =

|x̂(n)j x(n)j |
.
x(n)j

(22)

For Intruder (a), we compute RelDi↵ for eleven variables for which the establishment
with the largest reported value in Y passes edits. For Intruders (b-1), (b-2), and (c), we
compute RelDi↵ for eight variables for which the establishments with the largest and
second largest reported values in Y pass edits. For illustrative purposes, we consider
any RelDi↵ less than 15% to represent potentially unacceptable risk. This cuto↵ is not
necessarily used or endorsed by the Census Bureau in this or other data products; it is
purely illustrative although in line with noise distributions reported in Census Bureau
publications (e.g., [14]). Per request of the Census Bureau, we report RelDi↵ as being
either more or less than 15%, and do not report exact values.
For the attack of Intruder (a), only one (which we label as W0 ) of the eleven variables
has RelDi↵ less than 15%; all others exceed 15% by typically substantial amounts (RelDi↵s exceeding 35%). For the attack of Intruder (b-1), two variables (which we label as W1
and W2 ) have RelDi↵s less than 15%. For the attack of Intruder (b-2), three variables
(W1 , W2 , and a variable we label as W3 ) have RelDi↵s less than 15%. Finally, for the
attack of Intruder (c), two variables (which we label as W4 and W5 ) have RelDi↵s less
than 15%.
At first glance, these results appear worrisome. However, it may be that the values of
RelDi↵ are unacceptably low just by bad luck. This indeed appears to be the case for
Intruder (a): we generated a new set of synthetic values and obtained a RelDi↵ for W0
that exceeded 15%. To investigate this possibility for Intruder (b-1) and (b-2), we increase
the largest reported value for W1 by 30% and the largest reported value for W2 by 24%,
ensuring not to create new edit violations. We then repeat the EI-SD synthesis with the
modified Y ⇤ , resulting in a new set D ⇤SD , and redo all the attacks. The estimates of x̂(n)j
for W1 and W2 are essentially identical whether one uses the original D SD or D ⇤SD . This
(l,s)
(l,s)
results because the value of Sn,j
Sn 2,j x(n 1)j is smaller than x(n 1)j for these
variables, so that the intruder defaults to estimating x̂(n)j close to x(n 1)j . Hence, for
these variables, the synthetic data do not provide the intruder with enough information
to distinguish among a wide range of possible values for x(n)j (via these attacks). We
note that, when using D ⇤SD , all of the RelDi↵s for the attacks of Intruder (a) and (c)
exceed 15%.
Unfortunately, the success of the attacks in Intruder (c) is not due to bad luck. In
repeated runs of EI-SD, these attacks often generate RelDi↵s below 15% for W4 and
(l,s)
W5 . Evidently, the synthetic data provide estimates of Sn 2,j that are close to the true
values, so that knowing the totals from D EI makes the di↵erencing attack particularly
e↵ective. To reduce risks, we added noise to x(n)j for these two variables, decreasing the
largest reported value of W4 by 30% and the largest value of W5 by 30%. We do so
without creating new edit violations. We repeat the EI-SD synthesis with the modified
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⇤⇤
Y ⇤⇤ , resulting in new sets (D ⇤⇤
EI , D SD ), and redo all attacks. The resulting RelDi↵s for
W4 and W5 are beyond 15%, indicating that perturbation of Y reduces the risks. When
using Y ⇤⇤ , all of the RelDi↵s for the attacks of Intruder (a) exceed 15%, and we see the
same behavior for W1 and W2 described previously.
We redo the intruder attacks for the second largest values (d = n 1). For Intruder (a),
we compute RelDi↵(x̂(n 1)j , x(n 1)j ) for eight variables where the establishments with the
largest and second largest values of the variable pass edits. For the other three intruders,
we compute RelDi↵s for six variables where the establishments with the largest, second
largest, and third largest values of the variable pass edits. For the attack of Intruder
(a), a single variable has RelDi↵ barely smaller than 15% – we verified that this is a
case of bad luck. For the other attacks, no variables have RelDi↵ less than 15%. We
also redo the intruder attacks for the third largest values (d = n 2). We find that the
RelDi↵(x̂(n 2)j , x(n 2)j ) values are quite high.
Appendix C of the supplementary material displays some e↵ects of the perturbations of
⇤⇤
Y on the utility of analyses from (D ⇤EI , D ⇤SD ) and (D ⇤⇤
EI , D SD ). The perturbations tend to
a↵ect results from the edit-imputation step more than the synthetic data step. Naturally,
larger perturbations will result in larger reductions in data quality, but possibly greater
disclosure protection.

5.

Concluding remarks

Across most of the range of feasible values, the distributions of D SD are similar to those
in D EI . Not surprisingly, the synthesis process may not accurately capture outliers. This
is because the mixture model often puts establishments with large values in components
that include other establishments. This e↵ectively smooths the distributions in the tails,
making it difficult to generate values that are extreme outliers. We see this behavior in
the investigation of the attacks of Intruder (b-1): the synthetic estimates of the largest
values often do not change even when we increase the largest reported values by 30%.
However, the mixture model can put an extreme outlier in its own class, possibly causing
the synthesis process to generate data that look like the outlier. This can manifest as
small RelDi↵s for the outlier in the attack of Intruder (a). We did not observe this in the
synthesis of the CMF.
Our disclosure investigations reveal some key considerations when using EI-SD to protect confidentiality. First, attack strategies can generate seemingly accurate estimates
by bad luck. It is important to recognize this when evaluating disclosure protection. For
example, since many possible reported values of W1 and W2 could lead Intruder (b-1)
to the same estimates from the synthetic data, one can argue that these reported values
are not at risk from this attack. Second, releasing D SD in combination with the totals
(or means) from the corresponding D EI can be risky. These risks cannot be mitigated by
simply changing the largest values in a proposed D SD . The other values in D SD could
provide an accurate estimate of the total for the remaining cases, regardless of how the
largest synthetic values are perturbed. To ensure the necessary protection, one has to
change the original data values of Y before synthesis and before releasing totals.
As noted earlier, the synthetic data may be subject to other attacks, depending on the
information available to intruders. For example, intruders may possess several publicly
available variables for a particular establishment, say from financial statements. Suppose
that the synthetic data reveal that some sensitive variable is especially well predicted
from the publicly available variables. The intruder could estimate a prediction model for
the sensitive variable, plug in the target establishment’s values of the publicly available
variables, and potentially arrive at an unacceptably accurate estimate of the target’s
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sensitive variable. Such inferential disclosures are difficult to defend against, short of
severely distorting relationships in the data by using synthesis models that are coarser
than the mixture models presented here. See Reiter [30] for further discussion of this
issue.
We close by restating arguments made by others in the literature [2, 10, 11, 25, 43] in
favor of public use microdata. Synthetic establishment data can increase society’s return
on the investment of collecting establishment data. For example, analysts seeking access
to the Census Bureau RDCs go through a lengthy process involving background checks
by federal agents, Census Bureau sta↵ review and approval of the analyst’s research
proposals, and if necessary (as with some CMF applications) approval from agencies other
than the Census Bureau. Synthetic data can help analysts learn about the structure of the
confidential data – identifying the need for transformations and recodings, the types of
modeling strategies that might be appropriate, and even whether or not the confidential
data can support their questions of interest – while waiting for approval. This enables
analysts to be far more efficient once they get in the RDC, thereby saving costs to the
analyst and to the system as a whole. Synthetic data also can serve as realistic training
data for students and others learning the skills of data analysis, and as test bed data for
researchers developing new statistical methodologies.
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Appendix A. Disclosure risk measures for the d-th smallest value
Following the notation in Section 3.4 in the main text, let x(d)j be the d-th smallest value for
(l,s)

variable j in X, and let x̂(d)j be the estimate of x(d)j from X̃

(l,s)

. We now describe how the three

attack scenarios for x(n)j described in that section can be modified for attacks on x(d)j .
(l,s)

(l,s)

Intruder (a). When the intruder has no information but D SD , one can set x̂(d)j = x̃(d)j and use
(l,s)

(16) from the main text. Here, x̃(d)j is the d-th smallest value of variable j in X̃
Intruder (b). Assume that the intruder knows the values of x(d

1)j

(l,s)

.

and x(d+1)j . For Intruder

(b-1), we set
(l,s)

(l,s)

x̂(d)j = Sn,j

(l,s)

SL,j

x(d

x(d+1)j

1)j

(l,s)

SU,j ,

(A.1)

where
(l,s)
Sn,j

=

n
X

(l,s)
x̃ij ,

(l,s)
SL,j

= (d

< x(d

1)j }

i=1

(l,s)

with AL,j = {i : x̃ij

2)

P

(l,s)

i2AL,j

x̃ij

|AL,j |

(l,s)
SU,j

,

(l,s)

and AU,j = {i : x̃ij

1

= (n

d

1)

P

(l,s)

i2AU,j

x̃ij

|AU,j |
(l,s)

(A.2)

> x(d+1)j }. When x̂(d)j is smaller than

x(d

1)j

or greater than x(d+1)j , we replace it by (x(d

(l,s)
x̂(d)j

where Ad,j = {i : x(d
(l,s)

x̂(d)j = (x(d

1)j

1)j

(l,s)

< x̃ij

=

P

1)j

+ x(d+1)j )/2. For Intruder (b-2), we set

(l,s)

i2Ad,j

x̃ij

|Ad,j |

,

(A.3)

< x(d+1)j }. When the denominator of (A.3) is zero, we set

+ x(d+1)j )/2.
(l,s)

Intruder (c). For the d-th smallest value, the intruder can use the value of Sn,j in (20) of the
main text when computing (A.1).

Appendix B. Illustration with the ready-mix concrete manufacturing industry
We repeat the empirical study in Section 4 of the main text with CMF data for the ready-mix
concrete manufacturing industry (NAICS code 327320). After excluding all administrative records,
the data include 5613 records, of which 4018 have missing items or fail edits.
Using the EI part of the model described in Section 3.1 in the main text, we generate m = 5
edit-imputed datasets from MCMC chains by storing every 200 iterations after burn-in of 1000
iterations until 2000 iterations. We generate r = 5 synthetic datasets for each edit-imputed dataset
by storing every 200 iterations after burn-in of 1000 iterations until 2000 iterations, resulting in the
total M = 25 synthetic datasets.
Table B.1 compares the estimated means and corresponding 95% confidence intervals computed
with D EI and D SD . The inferences are similar for most variables. As with the results in Section
4.1 of the main text, a handful of variables in D EI have higher means due to outliers that are
not replicated in D SD . Figure B.1 displays all pairwise correlations computed with D EI and D SD .
The similarities suggest that the synthetic data preserve the correlational structure among the
variables. Finally, we repeated the regression described in (21) of the main text on the ready-mix
concrete industry data. Table B.2 indicates that the edit-imputed and synthetic data produce
similar estimates.
As in Section 4.2 in the main text, we quantify the risks that intruders could learn the largest
values of selected variables in the ready-mix concrete manufacturing industry. For Intruder (a),
2

Table B.1: Estimates and 95% confidence intervals for population means from D EI and D SD with
the ready-mix concrete manufacturing industry.

SW
TVS
TE
PW
OE
WW
OW
PH
CM
TIB
TIE
BEN
PW1
PW2
PW3
PW4
CP
CR
CF
EE
CW
FIB
WIB
MIB
FIE
WIE
MIE
TAB

Edit-Imputed
Avg. (95% C.I.)
956.5 ( 877.9, 1035.0)
6069.0 (5884.3, 6255.8)
22.9 ( 21.5, 24.4)
17.3 ( 16.4, 18.4)
5.6 (
5.1,
6.1)
670.2 ( 634.9, 706.5)
286.2 ( 242.4, 329.8)
35.9 ( 33.6, 38.1)
3309.2 (3142.7, 3477.5)
259.1 ( 232.1, 285.7)
231.8 ( 210.4, 253.3)
216.1 ( 201.0, 230.6)
16.9 ( 15.8, 18.0)
17.9 ( 17.2, 18.6)
17.7 ( 16.6, 18.7)
16.8 ( 15.7, 18.1)
2965.0 (2810.8, 3125.9)
185.1 ( 154.3, 218.8)
96.5 ( 82.9, 109.3)
34.3 ( 30.4, 38.2)
28.2 ( 15.5, 41.5)
126.4 ( 109.5, 143.4)
18.2 ( 13.2, 23.4)
114.5 ( 101.0, 128.0)
96.7 ( 70.6, 122.3)
13.4 (
9.1, 17.8)
121.7 ( 105.5, 138.4)
2577.8 (
No edits )

Synthetic Datasets
Avg. (95% C.I.)
859.2 ( 829.4, 889.0)
5976.1 (5923.0, 6029.3)
21.1 ( 19.2, 22.9)
16.0 ( 15.8, 16.2)
5.1 (
3.2,
6.9)
635.9 ( 629.6, 642.1)
223.3 ( 194.1, 252.6)
33.5 ( 33.0, 34.0)
3258.7 (3197.1, 3320.2)
235.9 ( 211.1, 260.7)
233.2 ( 219.7, 246.6)
213.3 ( 206.0, 220.5)
15.7 ( 15.3, 16.0)
16.4 ( 16.3, 16.6)
16.3 ( 16.1, 16.5)
15.6 ( 15.3, 15.9)
2923.1 (2860.7, 2985.5)
198.6 ( 179.1, 218.2)
74.2 ( 63.5, 84.9)
34.4 ( 25.0, 43.7)
28.3 ( 21.2, 35.5)
96.2 ( 88.3, 104.0)
17.8 ( 13.2, 22.4)
122.0 ( 96.2, 147.8)
83.2 ( 73.4, 93.0)
13.8 ( 13.4, 14.2)
136.2 ( 129.2, 143.2)
2910.2 (2458.6, 3374.2)

Table B.2: Regression coefficients calculated from D EI and D SD with the ready-mix concrete
manufacturing industry. Numbers in the parentheses are standard errors.

Edit-imputed
Synthetic

b0
2.65
(0.07)
2.56
(0.09)

b1
0.15
(0.01)
0.16
(0.01)

3

b2
0.18
(0.01)
0.15
(0.01)

b3
0.08
(0.01)
0.08
(0.01)

b4
0.48
(0.01)
0.50
(0.02)

Figure B.1: Pairwise correlations from the 28 log-transformed variables with the ready-mix concrete
manufacturing industry. Correlations on the horizontal and vertical axes are computed, respectively,
from the dataset of edit-passing records and edit-imputed/synthetic datasets. The plot suggests
that pairwise correlations calculated from a synthetic dataset X̃
calculated from an edit-imputed dataset X̂
in D SD and D EI .

(1)

(1,1)

(triangles) are close to those

(solid circles). Similar pattern exist for other datasets
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we compute RelDi↵ for two variables for which the establishment with the largest reported value
in Y passes edits. Both variables have RelDi↵ exceeding 15% by substantial amounts. We do
not quantify the risk for Intruders (b-1), (b-2), and (c) because there is no variable for which the
establishments with the largest and second largest reported values in Y pass all edits.
As a related analysis of interest, we also compare the edit-imputed datasets generated by the
algorithm of [1] and by the editing system of the Census Bureau. The resulting di↵erences in
the completed datasets are illustrated in Figure B.2. The correlations resulting from the model
of [1] (solid circles) are similar to those computed from the edit-passing values of Y , whereas the
correlations resulting from the Census Bureau edited data (squares) are attenuated. This result
accords with the finding of [1].

Appendix C. Utility of synthetic data with modified Y
In Section 4.2 of the main text, we described several perturbations of the original data intended to
help assess disclosure risks. In this section we indicate some of the e↵ects of these perturbations on
data utility, specifically for estimated population means (Table C.1) and the estimated regression
coefficients (Table C.2). These results are for the metalworking machinery manufacturing industry.
The synthetic datasets are generated by the EI-SD based on the di↵erent edit-in datasets, Y , Y ⇤ ,
and Y ⇤⇤ , described in Section 4.2 of the main text.

5

Figure B.2: Pairwise correlations from the 27 log-transformed variables subject to editing in the
ready-mix concrete manufacturing industry. Correlations on the horizontal axis are computed from
edit-passing values of Y . Correlations on the vertical axis are computed from the edit-imputed
datasets based on the model of [1] (solid circles) and on the editing system of the Census Bureau
(squares).
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Table C.1: Estimates and 95% confidence intervals for population means from D EI and the synthetic datasets with modified edit-in datasets introduced in Section 4.2 in the main text.

SW
TVS
TE
PW
OE
WW
OW
PH
CM
TIB
TIE
BEN
PW1
PW2
PW3
PW4
CP
CR
CF
EE
CW
FIB
WIB
MIB
FIE
WIE
MIE
TAB

Edit-Imputed
D EI
1302.8 (1282.8,1322.7)
4056.3 (3908.4,4204.2)
26.4 ( 26.1, 26.8)
18.7 ( 18.6, 18.8)
7.7 (
7.3,
8.1)
844.2 ( 828.6, 859.8)
458.5 ( 451.0, 466.0)
38.4 ( 38.0, 38.7)
1548.0 (1484.8,1611.2)
490.1 ( 433.9, 546.3)
548.4 ( 521.9, 575.0)
292.2 ( 276.3, 308.0)
18.7 ( 18.6, 18.9)
18.7 ( 18.6, 18.9)
18.7 ( 18.6, 18.8)
18.8 ( 18.6, 18.9)
1113.6 (1093.2,1133.9)
149.0 ( 114.7, 183.2)
10.9 (
7.4, 14.4)
38.8 ( 35.4, 42.3)
235.7 ( 180.9, 290.6)
138.2 ( 123.1, 153.3)
239.2 ( 190.7, 287.7)
112.7 ( 104.9, 120.5)
135.7 ( 126.2, 145.2)
287.2 ( 249.2, 325.2)
125.5 ( 94.1, 156.9)
2288.5 ( No edits )

1224.3
3629.3
25.5
18.4
7.2
814.1
410.2
37.3
1280.3
523.5
586.9
265.2
18.3
18.4
18.4
18.3
898.1
97.0
15.7
42.3
227.1
151.9
237.8
133.9
151.4
297.2
138.3
2390.2

D SD
(1172.1,1276.5)
(3439.8,3821.1)
( 24.5, 26.6)
( 17.5, 19.2)
(
6.7,
7.7)
( 771.9, 857.4)
( 396.4, 424.0)
( 35.0, 39.5)
(1197.7,1363.7)
( 472.8, 573.5)
( 483.8, 690.4)
( 244.8, 284.8)
( 17.5, 19.1)
( 17.4, 19.4)
( 17.6, 19.2)
( 17.3, 19.4)
( 846.4, 952.1)
( 81.7, 113.7)
(
7.8, 23.1)
( 29.6, 54.8)
( 186.6, 269.2)
( 119.7, 184.5)
( 186.7, 291.5)
( 107.7, 160.1)
( 126.8, 175.5)
( 209.5, 386.4)
( 82.4, 195.6)
(1969.1,2822.7)
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Synthetic Datasets
D ⇤SD
1215.2 (1125.7,1304.7)
3633.5 (3401.9,3867.7)
25.7 ( 24.2, 27.2)
18.6 ( 17.2, 20.1)
7.1 (
6.6,
7.6)
808.5 ( 749.9, 868.5)
406.8 ( 359.9, 453.3)
37.8 ( 34.9, 40.5)
1286.4 (1207.8,1365.8)
566.0 ( 501.3, 629.9)
642.1 ( 567.9, 716.5)
262.9 ( 236.7, 287.8)
18.1 ( 17.2, 18.9)
18.7 ( 17.1, 20.3)
18.8 ( 17.1, 20.4)
19.0 ( 17.3, 20.8)
911.3 ( 823.1,1003.4)
78.0 ( 60.7, 96.9)
15.4 ( 10.6, 20.0)
51.0 ( 39.9, 61.9)
230.6 ( 198.3, 264.1)
151.8 ( 120.4, 183.6)
264.1 ( 206.9, 324.2)
150.2 ( 127.1, 173.2)
167.0 ( 102.5, 230.1)
322.8 ( 258.1, 388.6)
152.3 ( 122.9, 182.4)
2342.8 (1974.0,2721.7)

1205.6
3634.1
25.6
18.8
6.9
812.1
393.4
37.6
1296.8
574.7
603.5
263.5
18.2
18.9
18.8
19.2
912.7
77.4
15.1
48.9
242.7
152.3
272.0
150.4
170.9
285.9
146.6
2465.3

D ⇤⇤
SD
(1123.1,1288.0)
(3167.5,4106.1)
( 23.7, 27.5)
( 17.0, 20.5)
(
6.5,
7.3)
( 738.5, 887.7)
( 374.2, 412.6)
( 34.0, 41.0)
(1046.5,1549.5)
( 491.6, 656.7)
( 518.0, 689.2)
( 250.6, 275.8)
( 16.8, 19.7)
( 16.5, 21.3)
( 17.2, 20.3)
( 17.3, 21.1)
( 702.2,1132.2)
( 60.9, 95.5)
( 11.8, 18.2)
( 39.6, 58.0)
( 202.6, 284.3)
( 104.6, 200.6)
( 222.5, 324.2)
( 118.3, 182.5)
( 123.0, 217.7)
( 259.9, 312.4)
( 122.1, 171.8)
(2193.4,2744.6)

Table C.2: Regression coefficients calculated from D EI and the synthetic datasets with modified
edit-in datasets introduced in Section 4.2 in the main text. Numbers in the parentheses are standard
errors.

D EI
D SD
D ⇤SD
D ⇤⇤
SD

b0
2.92
(0.07)
3.02
(0.07)
3.10
(0.07)
3.05
(0.07)

b1
0.11
(0.01)
0.13
(0.01)
0.11
(0.01)
0.12
(0.01)

b2
0.51
(0.02)
0.50
(0.02)
0.51
(0.02)
0.50
(0.02)

b3
0.04
(0.01)
0.07
(0.01)
0.08
(0.01)
0.08
(0.01)

b4
0.33
(0.01)
0.28
(0.01)
0.27
(0.01)
0.27
(0.01)
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